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There Are Miracles Everywhere!
The Charity Hands Foundation has its origins in miracles that have been personally
experienced by Pieter Kruidenier and Christian Slager. God led them to establish Charity
Hands on September 22, 2006 in response to the gratitude they felt towards God for these
miracles and to the compassion they felt for those in poverty. They felt called as stated by
this scripture: Matthew 28:19: “Go therefore, and make disciples of all nations.”
God’s miracles have been made visible in various lives far and wide throughout the past
15 years. Not our works, but His fingerprints make it a special adventure. Charity Hands
therefore wants to be a pen in the hand of God, with which He can write His miracle

In the middle of its street

stories. This always requires attunement to Him and that is quite a challenge. You are

and on either side of the river

soon occupied with the daily flow of work. That may be good and necessary work, but it

the tree of life
which bore twelve fruits
each tree yielding its fruit every month
the leaves of the tree
were for the healing of the nations
from Revelation 22:2

essential to regularly listen to Him who wants to be our Leader: ‘Lord Jesus what is Your
priority? What do You want us to do?” And here, in this dependence and willingness to do
simply what He says, miracles are born. A common thread in all miracle stories is simple:
listening prayerfully and obeying.
This small booklet is just a collection of the countless miracles and testimonies we have
witnessed over the past 15 years. Following in the footsteps of Psalm 105:2 where it says,
“Tell of all His wonderful acts,” so you can share in the joy of this. And, in addition, may
feel a sense of compassion for those in poverty - to introduce them to the Miracle Maker.
These stories are mainly from our employees, field workers and volunteers. We let our
target audience, the people in poverty, have their say via our other media expressions.
It probably goes without saying that we have not only had mountain top experiences.
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A mountain top is often preceded by a valley of tears and
adversities. The message of this booklet does not want
to dismiss this reality but rather, we choose to tell of
the miracles and thereby, we honour God.
Charity Hands has changed its name to Tree of
Life in September 2021. You will come across
both names in this magazine. Happy reading!
Christian Slager, Founder

A Passion for Self-Sufficiency
‘In 2003, I went to Cameroon for my internship from Bible school. I stayed with Steven
and Truus Babila. Truus has worked for Wycliffe Bible Translators since 1987 and married
Steven in 2001. I became involved in the Salem agricultural project that Steven had already
started. He wanted to use the proceeds of the harvest to support local pastors and people
in poverty. I helped plant pineapples and pull weeds; this was much to the amusement of
the local population. They had never seen a white man work in the fields!
The self-sufficient nature of the project appealed to me. I wanted to get to the root of the
problem. If farmers yield better harvests, the region will also improve. The fact that the
local people themselves took the initiative to set up this project encouraged me and I
decided to put my shoulder to the plough.
In 2006, I founded Charity Hands together with Christian and to this day, I am passionate
about God and His Kingdom: looking after the poor in their need, in a self-sufficient way, of
course. Empowering people to be the solution together.’
Pieter Kruidenier, Founder Charity Hands / Tree of Life

Dancing Under the Mango Tree
‘I flew to Bombay as a 20-year-old in 1999 without a plan with a healthy urge for adventure,
but also full of life questions. For seven months, I roamed the colourful Indian subcontinent.
I meditated with Buddhists, visited Hindu temples and spoke with Sikhs and Muslims. I
came into contact with the Paul family, Indian
Christians who visibly lived differently from
everyone else. They were not concerned
with their own redemption or happiness.
They owned very few possessions, but gave
everything away. They also gave of their
time to care for the poor and yet, they were
happier than anyone else into whose souls I
had been allowed to look.
When I read a study on the Bhagavad Gita a few weeks later, sitting under a mango tree,
I read: ‘I have walked all the paths of yoga, but have not reached perfection. Someone
from the Creator God must come down as a bridge to the Perfect One.” Then the penny
dropped: “But that was Christ! He came as a perfect God-man to be the bridge to our
Creator.” I danced under the mango tree. Surprised by this grace, I walked for three days
and nights back to the Paul family. Along the way, a conversation unfolded with Jesus who
gave clear answers to my life’s questions. In a small underground house church, I gave
testimony of my meeting and was filled with peace at that moment, a peace which has
never left me. I started supporting the Indian Christians from 2000 onwards. This led to
the foundation of Charity Hands in 2006.’
Christian Slager, Founder Charity Hands / Tree of Life

Attention to Poverty
‘I am involved with Charity Hands because our son Christian, founded
this organization. I am proud of the fact that they pay attention to
poverty in the world and help people in their current situations,
so that they have an opportunity to get out of poverty. Charity
Hands invests in their spiritual lives so that they learn to trust
in Jesus and also helps them to provide for their daily needs.
I think this combination is wonderful.’
Jenneke Slager, Contributor from Day One

Pieter and Christian got to know each other at the Bible School in Veenendaal.

Reaching Remote Villages

Pieter’s involvement with Cameroon and Christian’s with India, facilitated a

‘We, Sam & Karin, have been working in the Darjeeling district in North India since 2001. We

connection that became Charity Hands. From 2000 to 2011, they have been

provide medical assistance and training in remote villages in the foothills of the Himalayas.

involved in a network of 18 churches in India as well as in a large number of
social projects. Here is a brief testimony of an answer to prayer.

We bring the Gospel and plant churches. From 2011, Charity Hands has come alongside
and supported us financially and prayerfully. We do microcredit programs together with
them, but they have also supported us with practical needs and in training team members
to take over the work down the line.
A big miracle for us was a substantial financial contribution, which allowed us to pay off our

Exactly What Was Needed
‘At the beginning of June 2008, I asked Charity Hands for extra support, firstly, for two
children at the orphanage in Jharkhand. Both children had become ill from the heat.
Secondly, I had no means to pay my daughters’ school fees (in total about € 500,-). Charity
Hands responded, “We don’t have this amount available, but let’s pray together. If God wills,
He will provide the necessary amount.” That same week, an unknown lady gave exactly the
required amount. Wonderful!’
Paul Family, Missionaries India

We sadly had to say goodbye to the Paul family due to not properly accounting
for ministry expenses. We formed a new start in a collaboration with Sam and
Karin Johnson,

jeep in one go. This jeep is essential for our work so that we can reach remote villages. The
jeep serves as an ambulance, emergency transport and transport for our outreach and
training teams. We are very happy with this collaboration!’
Sam and Karin Johnson, Missionaries India

In 2009, the de Kruijf family helped us by making an office space available.

When We Obey, He Acts

Arjan helped us turn the back of a barn in his parents’ yard into a pleasant

‘In the early 2000s, several churches were planted in the rural areas in

workspace. We made frequent use of this until 2018. Arjan has been a loyal

Cameroon. The church was economically poor and could not

pillar of support in the practical side of the job from the start. God worked
miracles of provision through him: laptops, monitors, printers, office chairs nothing was too crazy.

properly care for their pastors. In 2003, I felt in my heart
to set up a farm and with the proceeds, we were able to
support these families and others in poverty.

During the foundation’s first decade in existence, we collected donations for

The farm grew and we bought more land. In 2012,

Steve & Truus in Cameroon and the network in India with the help of volunteers.

my wife Truus and I were in the Netherlands. During a

It was sometimes quite a struggle to collect donations and involve people, but
we also often saw God answer our prayers and our faith gradually grew and

moment of prayer, Christian asked, “Do you have a vision
for something that is not yet a reality?” I shared that I
wanted to buy a piece of land to increase the yield. Together

grew. The realization that it was His work grew on us and that He provides

we wrote a project plan and brought it to prayer. In our opinion,

where He leads. In 2014, Kees and Willemijn from Thailand also joined us. Below

an astronomical amount was needed. We asked the Lord how to do this. God gave us

are some related miracle stories.

some names in mind to communicate this plan with. We did this and the entire amount
came together in one evening! When a vision comes from God, He provides! >>

In 2014, the farm became completely self-sufficient. In 2017, a military conflict erupted
in the region, which presented many challenges. And yet, in that same year, our core
team was trained in Foundations for Farming in Zimbabwe. A training centre is now under
construction and will accommodate 40 full-time students. Building hope in the midst of
war takes courage and faith in a God of miracles. And God has always proved Himself a
faithful Helper.’
Steven and Truus Babila, Missionaries Cameroon

God’s Care and Protection

Baptism Pool at the Prison
‘We have been working in Thailand since 1978. We officially
retired in 2014, but we are still in good health. Since then,
we have been receiving donations through Charity
Hands. We still do prison work for example which has
been challenging in corona time, because the prisons
were closed. God gave us an opening in March 2021
when we were allowed to enter a prison in Chiang Mai
without restrictions.

‘God has indeed been faithful to us here in Cameroon. There are two instances that come

We were led to the interior of the prison. We heard a

to mind which demonstrate the greatness of God: throughout the last two years, there

group of 53 men singing together coming from the school

was much success in the Training for Trainers, amidst the sociological

building. Someone gave me a note with five names written on

and political crisis that the country is currently facing. Despite the

it. These men wanted to be baptised that day. Great! We celebrated by taking communion.

gunshots and killing, we successfully trained 12 trainers who are

The men listened carefully. After the sermon, there was an opportunity to entrust their

currently in the field. We also did not lose anybody from the centre

lives completely to Jesus - maybe for the first time or once again. A few raised their hands,

during this difficult time as a result of the war.

came forward and knelt down. Encouraged by this example, more and more came...until
the whole congregation was on its knees. We prayed together and were amazed by the

Secondly, in most of our seminars the turnout has always

response. We didn’t expect

been more than our planned budget. However, God has always

this!

provided for us and ensured that we could manage and feed the crowd. We see these
instances as miracles from the Lord. I remember one of our trainees told me that he

We

celebrated

would be graduating from the centre a changed person because he had met Christ.

communion and six more

It is a great joy to see God using us as a blessing to our community.’

people

wanted

with
to

be

baptized. The prison had

Charles Nde, Field Staff Cameroon

a real baptism pool built
outside. The christian leader
stood in the water to help
those being baptized. With
great joy the new members
were received with applause
after they came soaking wet out of the water. We forgot that we were in a prison and
instead, experienced a piece of heaven on earth. God was at work and we could be
witnesses of it. We sang together: “I have decided to follow Jesus, no turning back.” We
drove home with an incredibly grateful heart.’
Kees and Willemijn Brouwer, Missionaries Thailand

If you want to go fast, go alone.
If you want to go far, go together!

The Pole Vaulter
‘I reflect back to an event from 5 to 6 years ago. Christian is a good friend of mine and in

‘In 2016, three foundations met to discuss joining forces. On one side, Charity Hands,

conversation, he shared how Charity Hands was starting to reach a ceiling in terms of time

back then a foundation manned by volunteers (Christian, Pieter and Arjan). On the other

and financial resources. This got me thinking and I prayed about it.

side, two foundations that wanted to support a missionary who was going to Malawi. The

I then received an image from God of a pole vaulter. When he put

question was whether we could join forces under the banner of Charity Hands.

his pole on the ground it turned to gold and the jumper jumped
over the obstacle. The image moved me and I realised that a

We gathered for a day to share vision and pray. God gave us an image during prayer that

person can only jump 1 to 2 metres high, but a pole can take

was a great encouragement and we have seen it become a reality. We saw an image of

you much higher. I got the impression that Christian would

Charity Hands working, resembling

meet someone, somebody who would help him more often.

an old fishing boat on a rough sea.
It worked but didn’t have that much

I called Christian and told him the word that I had received,

leeway; however, we were able to

saying: “Test wether it’s from God or my own impression.” A few

exchange the boat for a fast seaworthy

weeks later, Pieter - who had no knowledge of the word - was cycling in Veenendaal. He

yacht with a much longer range.

saw someone walking there with a leaping pole. This really struck him because it was very
odd that someone would walk in the city with this sort of equipment.

The

ship

alongside

was

intended

other

ships

to
to

come
provide

Soon thereafter, Marco van Mourik contacted Charity Hands. Within a few days they met

supplies, keep them on course and

with Marco and his sister Bianca. An instantanious partnership connection was formed.

make repairs. Based on that meeting, we saw that it is good for the foundations to join

When I see how that seemingly crazy pole was a picture of something to come, I am very

forces. Charity Hands supplied the workers, the other foundations the board members.

encouraged that I dared to share it. It was a step in faith but the prayer has been answered!
This story confirms to me that God Himself is the leader of Charity Hands.’

In the years that followed, the development accelerated enormously. The impact of the
foundation grew and much more was achieved. Charity Hands had become a professional
seaworthy yacht. I am grateful to be able to see this happen up close. I am thankful to God
and everyone who has worked to achieve this.’
Sander Joziasse, Tree of Life Chairman

Corstian van Westen, Tree of Life Ambassador

Not Now? Then Never!
‘As a child and later as an entrepreneur, I wanted to mean something to people in poverty
in Jesus name. I didn’t want to just randomly throw my aid ‘out there’ or make people
dependent on financial aid. I prayed for years for God to give me a suitable project to sow
into but nothing came. I then got mad at God and said to Him, “If you don’t give me a
project now, then I no longer want one!”

After we, as a foundation, obtained a new board from the above merger,

The funny thing is that a few days later, I woke up in the morning with the thought: ‘Google
‘poverty’ and ‘self-sufficiency’. At the top of my search was the Charity Hands website. I

we as volunteers had more hands free for project development, coaching of

read the website, their approach clicked with me and I got in touch with them. In that

missionaries and fundraising. Shortly afterwards, the Lord spoke in a comical

same week I was approached by three other foundations. God heard my prayer. >>

way to Pieter and Corstian.

Together we developed a vision that built upon the work of Charity
Hands together with my sister, Bianca. We felt compassion towards
hungry people in Africa. We wanted to do something related
to agriculture because 70% of the people in Africa depend on
this. We discovered Foundations for Farming, a sustainable
and Biblical way of farming. We are now building training
centres where local trainers teach the Gospel and train poor
farmers. These farmers can sometimes yield up to eight times
as much harvest as what they would usually yield!
The projects may become self-sufficient because the farmers hand over part of their
harvest to the training centre. In addition, the centres also have their own agricultural
production which generates income. I am very excited about the potential impact of a
training centre to bring food security and development to a significant number of people.
In the next five years, we want to start at least five training centres and train dozens of
trainers.’
Marco van Mourik, Entrepreneur & Tree of Life Ambassador

Which is the Poorest Country in the World?
‘Marco and I have had it in our hearts for a long time to set up a foundation to fight
poverty. Our prayer led to a collaboration with Charity Hands at the end of 2016. I truly see
this as a God-given gift. We met just the right people, at the right time and the right place
to work with. God is great and provides everything if we open our hearts to Him and love
our neighbours as ourselves. Then we will see miracles.
It is still a daily supernatural miracle to what has happened since
then. People who suffered from hunger now have a chance at
a prosperous future. Through the building of several training
centres, trainers can be trained and then go on to educate
their own communities in a self-sufficient way of life. It makes
me so happy to see these people receiving hope for their lives.
It’s incredible!
In 2017, we asked Christian a seemingly small question with big consequences: ‘What is
the poorest country in the world?’ He replied: “Malawi is at the moment”, to which we said:
‘‘Then we would like to start a project there together.” ’
Bianca Prins-van Mourik, Entrepreneur & Tree of Life Ambassador

'The best moment to plant a tree was ten years ago.
The second best moment is now.'
- Chinese saying
Trees are essential to solve poverty. They bear
longlasting fruits, nuts or wood. They improve
the soil condition, hold water and attract rain.
Trees are life-givers!

The collaboration with Marco and Bianca was established. This brought with
it greater vision, faith and financial strength. Shortly afterwards, we came
across Foundations for Farming (FFF) and started working with them in the
Netherlands and internationally. The first step that followed was to develop
an app to better enable trainers to do their jobs. The development of the app
is done in collaboration with Crown (FFF’s American partner).
Both ministries are committed to training hundreds of thousands of farmers.
Monitoring and reporting the results of these training courses is a major
challenge. This is now often done with Excel sheets or not at all. An app can
facilitate this. From the available data, the quality of the training courses can
be improved and reported to donors and other stakeholders. The partnership is
currently expanding to support training centres together.

Serving Together
‘Foundations for Farming is privileged to serve with Tree of Life in
our joint quest to serve the poor through the development of
an app and training materials. We are so grateful for their
selflessness and willingness to share their expertise.’
Craig Deall, CEO Foundations for Farming Global, Partners
in Zimbabwe

A Real Solution
‘Joining Charity Hands in the creation of a farming app for
the rural communities was not only a blessing, but also a
real solution to a very real problem.’
Handre De Jongh, Crown Financial Ministries, Partners in USA

A Wonderful Word
Foundations for Farming organizes annual conferences and agricultural training

We received a voice message that very evening from Dan Schat in Canada.

in Zimbabwe. In March 2018, Pieter and Christian were here with the team from

In it he said that they had been praying for land and a partner for 2 years.

Cameroon. During a worship service, God’s Spirit spoke to Christian: “Walk up to

He quoted a text from Habakkuk 2:2; “Then the Lord replied: “Write down the

that man over there and ask him what the word ‘seed farm’ means to him.” That

revelation and make it plain on tablets so that a herald may run with it.” Pieter

man was Deon from South Africa. Christian asked him this question, and Deon

was called to start a ministry in Cameroon in 2006 with this exact same Bible

had tears in his eyes: “Would you like a cup of coffee?” he asked.

verse.

He told how he packed up his life and left for Malawi with his wife Sarah and
their two daughters in 2016 with the intention of starting a seed farm. He

Christian contacted Dan and his wife Irene and they decided to meet in Malawi.

believes that returning seeds to farmers is an indispensable link in breaking out

His trip had to be rebooked and we invited Marco to join us. We had booked

of poverty. Farmers then no longer have to buy expensive seeds that cannot

tickets, but a few days before departure, Marco became restless: ‘Are we on the

reproduce. However, they had suffered many misfortunes: theft, drought,

right track? The boat has not been sold yet and yet we may be buying a farm?”

disease, and opposition and thus, had not yet succeeded in making a living

He shared this with Pieter who said, “When Jesus speaks, He speaks.” That’s when

through agriculture. We kept in touch throughout the year.

the phone rang; it was the boat broker with a new offer. The offer was in euros,

Gideon’s Dress
Around Christmas 2018, Deon sent out an advertisement for the sale of his
farm. Christian texted this to Marco, who immediately responded: ‘Do it!’ The
following week he spoke to Marco: ‘Your enthusiasm is great but shall we ask for
God’s confirmation?” Marco had stated earlier, “I have a boat that I can’t sell, so
pray with me. When I sell it, I will give half to God’s Kingdom.” The boat wasn’t
sold yet, so Christian suggested, “Shall we pray that the boat sells? If so, we will
buy the farm, and if not, then we won’t.’ The following Saturday, the first offer in
2.5 years followed. Although the buyer later withdrew, we believed that God was
speaking.

New Partners
In February 2019, Christian booked a trip to Zimbabwe. That week, Deon texted
that there was a Canadian foundation that showed interest in buying the
farm. They intended to turn it into a Foundations for Farming training centre.
Christian asked Deon to ask them if they were open to a partnership.

but it turned out to be the exact asking price for the farm in dollars!

In July, we finalized the purchase agreement with Deon & Sarah: half of the
proceeds from the sale of the boat and half by the Canadians. Are not God’s
ways wonderful? All glory to Him!

Miraculous Collaboration

A Miraculous Gift

‘For us as to have Charity Hands as a partner in the

‘As a family, Deon and I were at the end of our financial line regarding the farm. Our loving

Mitongwe project in Malawi is literally priceless.

Father knew this. He brought this amazing gift: two ministries from different continents

Charity Hands is a joy to work with. They have a

together. To bring the increase to a

huge heart for Kingdom work and is always

vision we as a family had from the

thinking about the lives of the people we are

beginning - a garden of Eden. Charity

serving.

Hands, together with Stand as One
have made a miraculous change here

It truly is miraculous that we are in this

in Malawi.

together and only God could have drawn up
the plans. Three years ago we were led by the

Our house has been renovated and

Holy Spirit to this opportunity, but knew it was a

this is yet another blessing. Thanks to

huge project and we would need divine intervention

Charity Hands, our leaking roof has

to manage it. And that is when Christian contacted us

been raised and replaced. And they provided an incredible blessing of a brand new kitchen

and wondered if we needed a partner. He said he had been praying for two years for this

to replace my very tired one. A very exciting time for us as a family.’

type of opportunity and now the Lord had provided.

Sarah Labuschagne, Missionary Malawi

The Lord has kept our barns full to overflowing and the people are now experiencing the
love of Jesus in action. Feeding the hungry, providing for the kids, the miracle of 45
baptisms in the pool under a Baobab tree really signify the impact of Charity Hands’s
obedience to share the gospel in tangible ways.’
Dan and Irene Schat, Stand as One Ministry, Partners Canada

Don’t Underestimate God’s Plans
‘In December 2018, God told me that I had to sell the farm. We placed an ad on our local
Malawi Facebook pages where you can sell various things. The ad was only online for two
hours and was then removed saying that it contained inappropriate content. We left it at
that, but the miracle of God’s plan was at work.
Within those two hours, Stand as One ministries in Lilongwe saw the mail and forwarded it
to their headquarters in Canada. They called us and within a week the ball started rolling. I
introduced the Canadians to Christian whom I had met in Zimbabwe the year before. Both
parties came to the farm in March 2019. And the rest is history!
Never underestimate the plans God has prepared for the impossible to happen.’
Deon Labuschagne, Missionary Malawi

The purchase of the farm became final in June 2019. From that moment

Leigh and Hedwig have big hearts and dare to expect much, if not everything, from God.

onwards, people in Malawi and the Netherlands have joined us, often in

This is a wonderful key to a blessed work.’

miraculous ways. From agricultural consultants, intercessors, mechanics,

Ronald Blonk, Director Stichting Er op uit! Partner Malawi Project

construction workers, children’s workers, pastors, etc. Here are two illustrations:

Happy and Motivated
‘In 2020 I became involved with collecting building materials and tools for Malawi. This
went remarkably well. We soon had so much donated that it didn’t fit
in the initial 20 ft container. We needed a 40 ft one! Within two
months the container was filled to the brim and the total value
of the contents was at least €60,000! This really amazed me.
In addition, Deon asked to look at the construction options
for a water tower. I then asked a company to create a drawing
and calculation. They spontaneously started the work and
even sponsored building materials. It’s amazing that people help
you right away and that there is so much favor.
These are just two great testimonies which have made me happy and motivated to continue
in this wonderful work! And in August and in November 2021 I had the privilege to travel
to Malawi and contribute by building a steel construction for a new house, installing solar
panels and started building a water tower. It’s a great joy to make a difference for people
in poverty.’
Hennie Veldhuizen, Tree of Life Building Team

A Blessed Collaboration
‘God miraculously brought our foundations together through
living together in the same village: Lienden. He miraculously
provided a leader for the children’s work in Malawi, and
later He also provided a team of children’s workers. As a
result, more than one hundred children get to partake
and enjoy a children’s service every weekend using
resources from the children’s ministry: ‘Let’s Go’!
The Charity Hand’s employees in the Netherlands and
Malawi depend on God to do this work. Christian, Pieter,

God has given us vision to build five training centres in five years by joining

Miracle of Multiplication

existing missionaries or initiatives. Over the past two years, we have come into

‘Sousa runs a compost factory in Luanda, Angola. The Ministry of Agriculture had asked

contact in various ways with people who have held the same vision in their

him to supply compost for 29,000 farmers; however, the funding for it never came. We

hearts. We have been able to come alongside with our experience, prayer,
finances and/or networking.

discovered that compost alone was not the solution for these farmers whose yields are
often too low. They needed training in sustainable farming.
In 2019, Sousa and I (Petra) got married and were on leave

We have committed ourselves to establish a training centre in Uganda, Angola

in the Netherlands. We were looking for an organization

and Curaçao. The outworking is different in each context, but the DNA of

that could help us and we came into contact with Tree

discipleship, stewardship and self-sufficiency are always evident. Here is a story
from each country:

of Life through Wim Poort. On Thursday, we received a
presentation about Foundations for Farming (FFF) - this
clicked with us, and on Friday, we flew back to Angola!
On Monday, the ministry released a budget for the compost and
for that very next training of 29,000 farming families in FFF. Tree of Life introduced us to
the World Seed Program. We received seeds for all 29,000 families from them! With the

A Great God Does Great Miracles
‘Miraculously, I ended up at Tree of Life through a recommendation from a
Woord & Daad employee. Christian presented their vision and work
to me and I thought, ‘Petra and Sousa,’ (a couple from Angola),
‘have to hear this!’ Petra and Sousa came to the office the very
next day. This resulted in a good collaboration. Many farmers
have now been trained and the way this was achieved can be
seen as a miracle!
Christian asked me if I wanted to come to Malawi. I went in
2019 and saw miracles happen there, praise the Lord! It is a great
miracle that so much has been achieved in such a short time. Great things have come
from something so small. All glory to our great God and Saviour!
The fact that Tree of Life projects bring brothers and sisters from various religious
denominations together without regard to persons is also incredible!’
Wim Poort, Tree of Life Ambassador

support of FFF, we first trained 3371 trainers and 29,000 farming families in the following
six months. Everyone heard the Gospel and were given an opportunity to grow in food
security.
It has been a huge blessing for us that Tree of Life has become our partner. They are a
really open and approachable organization and we see them as our mentor. They helped
us think about how to put our vision into practice. We are currently building a health and
training centre focused on agriculture, nutrition and family. We continue in confidence that
our God will help us.’
Sousa and Petra Jeronimo, Missionaries Angola

Impact for Eternity

Hope for the Youth

‘Our family has worked in Uganda for more than four years now and at times it feels lonely.

‘Our family has been working in Curaçao for five years now. We work for a local church. We

People back home often do not fully understand the challenges and joys of living and

primarily work with and are committed to the youth. We received the vision, partly through

working overseas. It is great to have

Tree of Life, to also offer vocational training to young people. In the summer of 2021, Darryl

like-minded people, like from Tree of

and Hazel Edwards, Foundations for Farming trainers visited us. The fact that they arrived

Life on our team, who have the same

in Curaçao was a miracle in itself. Challenges with Covid testing and a passport issue stood

vision of glorifying God by building up

in the way, but all hurdles were miraculously cleared by God.

His Kingdom here on earth and who
can relate to the various challenges we

Darryl and Hazel’s visit was short but very instructive. In the 5 days we were able to spend

face here.

together, we worked on making compost, growing worms and building a wicking bed. We
have worked hard on these things and our young people have also become enthusiastic

We have appreciated their support and

to help. We now have two compost heaps and these are turned weekly by the youngsters.

encouragement as we figure out the
best way to reach out and partner with

God’s timing was also wonderful: young people were also available and eager to help as

the local community to make an impact in their lives: here and now, and for eternity.’

it was during the holiday season. We have expanded with a chicken farm, a dragon fruit

Kate and Gertjan Flikweert, Missionaries Uganda

nursery and several wicking beds for vegetables in recent months. In this way, we are
building towards self-sufficiency and a hopeful future for the youth.’
Lucas and Esther van Twillert, Missionaries Curaçao

The growth in project work also required growth in support work. Coaching,
prayer, networking, vision and project development, but also (financial)
administration, fundraising, PR, management, etc. There is more to it than you
sometimes think! Pieter and Christian wore many different hats. Leigh joined the
team in 2018 and Hedwig at the beginning of 2021. At the end of this magazine,
Leigh and Hedwig talk about their experiences of literally working ‘behind the
scenes’.

Miracles on a Weekly Basis
‘Although I don’t work directly in the mission field and only interact remotely with people
in poverty, I get to hear testimonials almost weekly. This is a great
privilege. I see how God answers prayers and miraculously
provides.
I sat in the front row as God led us to the farm in Malawi
and experienced how the partnership with Canada came
about. I listen to stories of lives being transformed through
discipleship and sustainable agriculture. I get to help create
jobs and enjoy it as these people become dedicated farmers,
trainers, construction workers, and child and youth workers.
I rejoice to see the frail elderly being loved on and fed. I am happy to hear that many
children are being fed and equipped and how hundreds of young people participate in
sports programs - an incredible platform for evangelism. I’ve been part of an exciting app
development process for both the local farmer and trainer.
All this humbles me and makes me realize that we are just His hands and feet. This cannot
be done through our own efforts. Only God, by His grace, can do this. I can’t wait to hear
more about God’s provision and transformation of people’s lives in the years to come!’
Leigh Doest, Tree of Life Project Team

From Dream to Reality

Words of Thanks

‘I first came into contact with Christian in 2014. We both volunteered at a Christian

As mentioned, this magazine is written primarily to give God the glory due to Him. To Him

conference. We started talking about Charity Hands and I immediately liked the idea of

be all praise and thanksgiving and honour. Without Him there would be nothing.

‘working together for a hopeful future’. In the years that followed, we maintained sporadic

Thank You faithful God and Father for all Your miracles! Thank You for using simple people

contact.

to share Your love.

One night in the middle of 2020, I had a dream that I had to contact Christian. The next

We would like to express a word of thanks to everyone who stands behind us, is also in

day he called me with the message, “I felt that I should call you.” I thought that it was very

order. To all the precious people who have shared time, money, advice, networking and

surprising as we hadn’t spoken to each other for a year and a half. What are the chances

prayer - throughout the years; thank you! Everyone is known to God and will receive a

that a dream will immediately be followed by a phone call?

reward from Him in due time. We know that we are blessed to be a blessing!

Christian updated me on the latest developments and invited me to come and have a

Weould like to thank everyone involved in the work of the Charity Hands / Tree of Life

look. There was so much to do – so much enjoyable work! I began almost immediately as

foundation for their financial support and trust in the foundation. We hope to be able to

a volunteer subtitling videos with some testimonials from people talking about the impact

build the Kingdom of God in the hearts of people in poverty for many years to come.’

of the agricultural training they had received. I became (and am) so enthusiastic about the
hope these people have because of this training and how they pass this hope on to others

On behalf of the entire Tree of Life team

in their environment.
I have officially been working for Tree of Life one and a half days a week since the beginning
of 2021. It is a wonderful privilege to record and express events happening in different
countries through text and language!’
Hedwig van Dijkhuizen, Tree of Life PR Team

Blessed is the one
who does not walk in step
with the wickedor stand in the way
that sinners takeor sit in the company
of mockers, but whose delight is
in the law of the Lord, and who
meditates on his law day and night.
That person is like a tree planted
by streams of water,
which yields its fruit in season
and whose leaf does not wither—
whatever they do prospers.
Psalm 1:1-3

treeoflife.international

